Beloved Hearts, before We continue, I just wish to remind you of this! At the Levels of Consciousness that you are living your lives, ‘you are walking within the madness, speaking within the disarray of confusion, thinking in the pandemonium of hearts, minds, bodies and spirits in the turmoil of the loss of Divine Consciousness’. Therefore as St Germain told you, you will continually be affected by the mass of human consciousness, just as Jesus found in His initial Transitions. So this must be expected. And as they register within your four lower bodies, you must identify them and then deal with them, for they may have nothing to do with you. They may belong to the mass of human consciousness. I make reference also of the Discourse from Our Beloved Jesus (Part 4 – SONGS OF RELEASE – ‘God’ Mind Power – Christ Jesus 26th, August 2018) where He told you;

“I wish to share something that is a concern to Me as I Observe each of you who are reading or listening to this Discourse. What I Am Aware of is that within your auric fields there are many chords, ties if you like, that remain connected to varying types of attachments. These come in many forms and they appear in sizes from energy strands, microns thick to some as large as 4 inches in diameter. I Am also noticing holes within some auric fields that need repair and closing, and these are related to old patterns of life choices that continue to hold onto pain and imbalances of past experiences. These are not insurmountable, but they are there at this time and these WILL only allow you to rise to certain levels of Vibrational Resonances. Dear Ones, these must be Healed if you are to Capitalize on what is Now manifesting around you as New Opportunities of Expanded Consciousness.

“The other thing that I Am Aware of and is that which is affecting virtually all of you in different ways, that is the energy transmissions that come from your everyday appliances and world technologies.” End Excerpt.

Do not underestimate the chaos that these things continue to do to your human body and the environment as you live your life! How many of you have forgotten all about these Instructions and Guidance?

So, as these observations are continually made throughout the SOEPC, I would admonish with somewhat of a firm countenance, those who wish to take control of these imbalances, truly consider this information and make the necessary adjustments in your life. To begin this process, this practice, immediately with mindful determination and a focused attentive consciousness to bring these things back in
repair and order. For while you continue to go about your daily lives without putting your thoughts, feelings, bodily health and welfare, indeed, the whole of your life’s affairs, into complete Alignment to your Inner Life, as well as your outer appearances. With respect, I tell you, the Inner Life that you are Destined to Live, will only be delayed further until you make these corrections.

I offer you, to begin, for the next 24 hours, as the very minimum, to reach Within and Upward to the Great Central Sun of your Being, and endeavour to Invoke into your Consciousness, Instrumentality and Environment, something of the Joy of the Soul, the Joy of the Soul in its Recognition of the Good, the True, and the Beautiful. This will offset the impact which you are receiving as a Group from conditions and circumstances within which humanity continues to find itself (of various negative mental, emotional and physical reactions). In other words, you are being impacted with rather heavy amounts of such negative from within the body of humanity, since you are incarnate. Realize that these impacts are felt by you as they make themselves known, that they are not your own, but that you do have a relationship with them and a responsibility to deal with them.

That as the Conscious Soul Incarnate, these negativities as mental, emotional and physical projections, reaching you from the astral body of humanity is, in effect (if you can recognize it as such), an Invocation to you as the Conscious Soul. Endeavor, to transmute the negativity, particularly the fears, the hopelessness, which is the major tonal quality of the emotional impact being felt at this time. Transmute these with the Joy of the Soul, in turn then radiate that joy into the body of humanity, and at the same time, redirect the transmuted source back to its many points of origin. Then the various groups within the world today who, under the pressure of world problems are undergoing negative reactions, can find and experience renewed hope, and thereby a renewal of Vital Life Energy. This is a Real Service which only a Group of this kind can render.

I would suggest that the Transmutation take place in the aura and four lower bodies, that the Joy of the Soul be brought down as far as the Heart Centre in the spine, poured into the aura through this Centre where it can do the Work of Transmutation, and that, at the same time, the mind, emotions and body of each one of you, consciously and deliberately experience (or endeavour to experience) this Joy. Realize it; in other words. This is your responsibility and yours alone!

Let us continue on from the previous Discourse:

It is at these levels now that you are related and within this Frequency of Light that you ‘do’ work. The Realization and then the activity from that Realization of the fact that you ‘do’ constitute that Nucleus, that you are One, that you are working together regardless of where you find yourselves in time and space; and wherever you find
yourselves in Activity, that Activity is seemingly separated, yet is really One Activity which is Serving the Purpose and Goal which Unites you all here in the SOEPC as One.

You do not align with any other polarities outside if this New Activity. You ‘do’ align with one another; you align within the Cave within the Head, but there is not that basis of Integrity yet which makes it possible for all of you to do the same with the needed Integrity, so actually, the Centre is Constituted, at this particular moment, of just those who are in the same physical location who are holding ‘the Essence which Produces Integration, Spiritual Integrity’. It is My hope and My determination that in creating the Centre with this ‘under-minimum’ number of Dear Souls, so to speak, that the strength of it when the minimum of seven will come together in the Cave that this will pull the others into the necessary Frequency to make it possible for them to enter into the Centre’s Relationship, so that We will have the required Group Manifestation. That minimum of seven, in other words, provides the minimum for an optimum Effort, an optimum Focus, an optimum Effectiveness within the three worlds of human endeavour.

You shall align then, realizing that you are all together in the Cave; you will Function within the Cave, your Network of Relationships Constitutes the Cave of the Group, Realizing that you do not have to do any particular extra work to draw more in, but to simply make the connections consciously. You will realize that the strength of that Focus, in itself will bring those who are rightly related with it into its own Frequency, and Realize that, because of the strength of the Focus, you ‘do/will’ Function as a Centre together, that the Effort of any One of you is Magnified by the combination of all of you, ‘a one is greater than the subtotal of its parts’.

Now I wish to hasten to give this codicil. If this Group or any other Group, apart from this SOEPC Group would try to accomplish this coming together in the Cave, that which I have just explained above would not apply! Those in the Cave would only be those who have achieved the required Spiritual Integrity, thus the minimum of seven would have to be achieved prior to any other draw or pull would be able to be activated before any others outside of the seven could be brought into the Cave, whereby they entrance could be an unconscious effort on their part.

In this case where I have said that the entire SOEPC Group is already in the Cave, albeit, not all conscious of it, the work that has been done in Unifying the EGA Members within the SOEPC in accordance to the Cosmic Laws that they have followed and achieved automatically, has Created Their Unity Consciousness of One Heart and One Cooperation as a Single Unit. In other words, what one does so does the entire Group Membership. No matter the varying Levels of Resonance or Vibrational Frequency. This has never been achieved before, and so this creates some variations, which We
The Masters continue to Monitor and make the necessary adjustments to facilitate this New Form of Group Movement.

Therefore for the SOEPC each Member will Align to the polarities of Higher and lower consciousness but not in the same Degree of Alignment of those who a more conscious. This reduces the combined Group Frequency, but it does not diminish the Group Unity. And it is the Group Unity that helps Magnetize everyone who remains unconscious to become more consciously aware more quickly! Automatically in time! Therefore those who are more conscious will Guide the way so you may al continue to be Functioning as One, thus sharing physically the conscious and deliberate Group Higher Communications, Group Activities required to Engage Outer Appearance and for a Greater Co-Operation and Co-Creative Relationship together as One, thus, each Knowing this and each Living Up to that Knowledge.

As the Centre, then, objectifies, as it becomes stronger, it will objectify so the physical barriers, so to speak, are gone. As you work together you will find Telepathic interplay developing and increasing at an exponential rate.

Once those who can come together in one location, they will begin to establish and maintain the necessary Oneness, finding less problems manifesting, because the opportunity will be presented through such physical interactions, whether presented through any one of you present when together, or whether they are presented to those present from the outer Group in physical separation, it will all come down to the physical Group, who are together in one location who will Guide and the Core Element for Oneness of the entire Group; In Unity Consciousness. So, simply establish the Centre Focus and the At-One-ment as a physical Group together in One location and when 7 of you as a minimum can do that while holding ‘the Essence which Produces Integration, Spiritual Integrity’ in the Cave in the Head, then I can give those Aids and Help, which are impossible for Me to give now.

Then you will see there will be no opportunity presented to you which carries within it the opposition to the work. Now, of course, it is almost needless to follow this up with, but I will add here; realize because of the above New Group Formation parameters, you do meditate as One, albeit not all consciously; you enter individually and as a Group Meditation/Interaction as a One, and to follow this through in the physical, you consciously aid one another. But here is the imbalance and where the Law of One is not being adhered to. You cannot break any Covenants or Decrees that you have made with God and your ‘I AM’ Presence. You can, however, create karma that must first be balanced out before you can proceed any further. Therefore, any dis-obedience to your Agreements with your Self or any diversions away from the Path that you have accepted in the Presence of God’s Mighty Love, Power and Wisdom, Joy and Harmony, the entrance to the Cave, consciously, will simply be removed from your possibilities and
consciousness, thus reducing the Group’s potentials, until these situations and circumstances are corrected and balanced; or the removal from the Group Magnetic Life Force is Applied. Sounds harsh, but it is not personal, it is the Cosmic Law that no man or woman is exempt.

I believe Jesus explained this to you with His analogy with the Train and the viewing of more fervent vistas of the valleys!

So, you do keep each other fully informed of all developments taking place, wherever you find yourselves, insofar as your activities are concerned. You need to Realize that if the Ashramic Group Life Focus is to be constructed which will carry the Initial Impulse, and work out its service relationship to the whole of humanity, that I must maintain Control of this Effort through a Focal Point (and I Am not referring in any way to what you would call a dictatorship, but I Am defining the Function which is of vital importance in the objectification of the ashramic Frequency). I Am presently not concerned with the relationship of those nearly ready. I Am concerned with the Relationship of the other Members of this Group, at this stage, and in so being would also like to add, which is in Relationship to this problem, if you will make every effort to Invoke the adjustments necessary, the physical adjustments necessary (this includes Energies), if you will work with all of these in the working out of the Divine Plan, I can assure you there is nothing stopping All of you in a realistic time frame to be Functioning from within the Cave as part of the Living Nucleus therein.

I would prefer not to dictate ways and means other than technique. Let it work out According to the Plan in Divine Law and Order, Self-Realizing as you do so, and this is an important concept particularly for those of you who live together in physicality, that you are not giving up something for something else to Move Forward. This will apply to anyone else who makes the choice to move closer to live in greater proximity of each other. You are not leaving behind something, but rather all of this which you have worked toward and have built, you are taking with you from the Frequency of the Energies down to the Flora. When I speak of Flora, I Am not speaking of physical appearance, but all of this which you are channelling into a New Direction so that you are not going to leave anything behind, but you are withdrawing that which you have in One particular Focus into another.

Every Energy expended here has and is contributing to the working out of the Divine Plan so that there is a continuity of Effort and there is no wait or problem between any of you. This is important to the continuity of your New Divine Economy because you have established economically a certain State of Consciousness and the working of certain techniques which have to do with the ‘alchemy’ of the instrument as it relates to the Evolutionary Growth and Development of the instrument. Beware of any
technique of any kind which comes through anyone else unless the individual has been trained within the Centre Focus and Qualified to Function.

You have to be *it is a State of Consciousness Itself* Intuitively Responsive or Receptive to that which is Truth. If it hasn’t reached that State of Intuitive Responsiveness, then it is impossible to work with it. This is why you are told, all of you are told, to accept that which you can Intuitively grasp as Truth, regardless of who it is coming through. Always use that razor’s edge of Intuition, receiving through one another or receiving through yourselves. Regardless of where it is coming through, there can be impingements upon these alignments, and always Invoke the Protection.

In other words, look ahead but, as you look ahead, look also inside. Consider what the Centre will be doing, what will be its Function, and then, as a natural result of that Function, what will be its physical activities into which each one will be entering. Do not be concerned with the faults and defects of others but place yourself within the situation and then work them out, as you observe your own responses and reactions. Work out from above downward the manifestation of solution of the problem. Resolve that part of the problem which is your contribution. And when enough of you have done this, then it will be possible for you to actually manifest the Centre Function wherever you choose to manifest it.

Certainly it takes the Effort of each one, each one from within him or herself, to bring about this solution. **What are the physical conditions, circumstances, and activities which will be necessitated by a Group Function?** And I Am referring now to an actual Centre Function, not, probably, what you would set. Because, if you Initiate any Effort, you will not consider it to be the paramount or the Real Centre Effort. It will be a matter of your getting together for meetings, and of your carrying out whatever Service Activity you are able to squeeze in, so to speak, to the Effort. Let each One contribute to Group understanding, his or her vision, his or her ideas, his or her thoughts about what will be the physical activity necessitated by a Centre Function. What will be the conditions and circumstances manifested by a Centre Function? In other words, each one contributes, whether rightly or wrongly, his or her ideas.

**Group Nucleus Meditation**

Focus the Consciousness in the Cave and Identify as the Conscious Soul Incarnate, achieving as expanded, and at the same time as focused, an awareness of this as much as is possible.

Merge the Energies of the individual Caves into One Group Cave, and the Soul Consciousness Focused there into One Group Soul, Realizing that this is the New Centre of Synthesis.
Continue the Identification as the Conscious Soul Incarnate within the body of humanity, including within the Soul Life that of all Kingdoms in Nature. Include the Soul Life of the Mineral Kingdom, the Vegetable Kingdom, the Animal Kingdom, the Human Kingdom, the Spiritual Kingdom (up to and including the Life and Affairs of the Planetary Logos Himself), the Conscious Soul Incarnate within the body of humanity, becoming the Centre within the body of humanity, where All Life Meets and Merges into a Consciousness of the One Life, becoming as Consciously Aware of this as is possible, the movement into the Centre of Soul, the Soul Life of all Kingdoms in Nature, its Mergence, Synthesis, into the Conscious Soul Incarnate, and a Radiation of that Consciousness throughout the body of humanity.

Gradually Visualizing and Identifying humanity as the Centre of Synthesis within the Planetary Life and Affairs of the many into the One, Visualize this Synthesis of Consciousness as breaking all imprisoning planes upon it, until the Perfection of the One Solar Life Shines forth to this Planet, Radiating from the Planet into and throughout its Universe, wherein the Soul Life of the many is Fused and Synthesized into the One Divine Purpose, Divine Love-Wisdom, Divine Order, as moving forth from every part, Flowing into the Cosmic Creative Centre, The One About Whom Naught May Be Said, Fulfilling Completely and Perfectly His Purpose and Plan. As the Centre of Synthesis within the Planetary Life and Affairs, with this Realization and this Awareness, Focus the Attention upon the world of affairs in the realm of international relationships. Direct that Perfect Energy of Synthesis, as the Precipitating Agent of the Divine Plan for humanity in this time and place, into that Group Consciousness and its Instrumentality which is Responsible for the working out of Right Human Relations in the world of affairs. Sound the Silent O.M.

Again, as the Centre of Synthesis with a Greater Awareness and Understanding, Focus the Attention upon ‘the world of business’, ‘the world of economy’, ‘the financial life and affairs’, the world of health and wellbeing’, and the world of food production, projecting into that Life and Affairs that Perfect Synthesis of Energy which is the Precipitating Agent of the Divine Plan for humanity in this time and place, Impelling, Compelling the financial, economic, life of humanity to Serve that Divine Plan in this time and place, Sound the Silent O.M.

As the Centre of Synthesis, turn your Attention to the educational world including all of the educational influence upon the developing minds of humanity, projecting into the education and the educational influence that Perfect Synthesis of Energy which is the Precipitating Agent for the Divine Plan for humanity in this time and place, Compelling education and its total influence to Serve the Divine Plan for humanity here and now. Sound the Silent O.M.
Gradually withdraw from the Group Cave, within your own individual Cave in the Centre of the Head, carrying with you the Greater Awareness, the Greater Understanding, and quickly, very quickly, Precipitate into the Mental, the Astral, the Etheric, and the physical, the Energy of Synthesis, the Consciousness of Synthesis.

As the Conscious Soul Incarnate, now begin to open your eyes. Relax the Attention and return to your normal focus.

Do not try to get up and walk around for a few moments. Remain together as a Group quietly, in discussion if you are in one physical location, if you wish until the Energies are dispersed, and the bodies adjusted to them.

Thankyou Dear Hearts for your Attention and Cooperation. I wish to tell you that your Function this day has indeed been of Service. My Peace is with you.

Before I close, I wish to say, that no Master will come pointing out imbalances or disparities, without offering solutions for correction. Neither do Masters ever waste Their Energies. This is all about The Laws of Divine Economy and so please consider this very carefully, for if We did not feel that those human Souls that We Accept as Our Disciples were not ready, I can assure each and every one, We would not bother, for We would be breaking the Laws of Life that pertain to The Law of Unity Consciousness. This should tell you something very profound! Ponder on this!

Also, that I will complete these Initial Discourses with further details about the physical locations you now need to prepare for, to bring them into manifestation where seven of more can gather together as One. This still remains outside of your understanding, so do not make any assumptions right now, remain open for the moment. After these last Discourses for now, you will need time to assimilate and put into physical practice, many aspects of what I have given you to contemplate. So the up-coming respite for the EGA will offer you all, individually and as a Group, time to work through the deeper integrations needed within the Cave and within the environment in which you presently live.

I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul In Your Service.